Jameel Prize 4
3 June-22 July 2016

Pera+
Age 18+
The Memory of Measures - Measuring your Memories
Based on Cevdet Erek’s work entitled, Cetvel (Ruler), participants established a connection with the Collection of Anatolian Weights and Measures to enjoy a discussion on the history of measurement. Next, they observed the difference between scale-ratio, two-and three-dimensionality in painting and sculpture, and created their own works based on these observations.

Modular Arabic Letters
Participants discovered the icon/symbol potential of individual Arabic letterforms through modular abstraction. They also learned the basic rules of structure, proportion and repetition in Arabic letters through creating experimental modular letters using a limited number of simple shapes and elements based on a concept or idea.

Summer Learning Programs
12 July - 24 July 2016

Pera Kids
Age 4-6
Stained Glass of Istanbul
In this Jameel Prize 4 exhibition workshop, participants learned about stained glass inspired by local elements of Istanbul. Using the most basic geometric forms, they created stained-glass based on colors commonly used in stained-glass manufacturing in Istanbul and also had the opportunity to discuss how form-media-color components impact perception.

Colourful Prisms
Based on the works of Sahand Hesamiyan featured in the Jameel Prize 4 exhibition, children created decorative and colourful geometric prisms using multi-color cardboards.